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Space Issue Dominates President's Reception !.
LIbrary Gets Attention
Fink in Albany;






Baruch College has acquired
space at 225 Park Avenue South
(at 18th Srreetj and in the ··Fam-
ily Court Building" located at
22nd Street. This follows on un-
successful attempts to negotiate
leases at three other sites.
The ninth and sixteenth levels
of the Parle Avenue South build-
ing have been earmarked fer oc-
cupation before February 1.
1982. On that date the lease
agreement covering occupation
of 315 Park Avenue South ex-
pires and the facilities currently
housed there will be forced to
move.
..Serious consideration is now
being given to the problem of
space availability for the Spring
Continued on page 5. column 1
There is a good chance. Presi-
dent Segall opined. that the pro-
vision will be removed as early as
next year.
Other issues brought to the
President's attention, that did
not deal with the issue of space.
included the failure of the Place-
ment Office to find jobs for both

















move is not likely. However.
President Segall .explained that
until the Board of Trustees of
CUNY (formerly the Board of
Higher Education) removes this
provision from the Master Plan.
Baruch can npt make any per-
manent space acquisitions; thus.
the rental of floors in office build-
mgs,
President Segall addresses faculty Slid students durin~ reception in Faculty Lounge.
The HOD()nble Mark Siegel(D.) AddressiDa Banach ~deats.
Now. mainly because of th e
high costs of such a project, the
Costs Inhibit Expansion
planned for Baruch. and was ro
be located in Brooklyn. This pro-
vision was wri tten into the
Master Plan (of Baruch), but was
never carried OLl 1.
Districts Mobilize Strength
Another example that Siegel
used to illustrate this point was
the movement in the Bedford-
Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn.
in which there was "an open and
visible stirring of people
thought of as unsophisticated.
uncaring. and unaware."
"Tts becoming more and
more common to see districts
which were thought of as non-
participatory mobilizing their
strength." said Siegel. a Demo-
crat who first got involved with
politics during his undergraduate
years at Columbia University.
Siegel defined politics as a
Continued on page 5 column 3
,
le m , and that they expressed
their views. He used this situa-
tion as an example of the "enor-
mous affect that voting has on
the entire process.' ,
One are a which President
Segall took a strong stand on was
the library, which he feels should
be---doubled in space. "The
library is a number one priority, ,.
said Segall. and will be expanded
downward in the 24th St. build-
ing to include either the third
and fifth floors. or the fourth and
fifth floors.
There will also be add itions 'of
14 classrooms, five lecture halls.
lounges and study areas. and
faculty offices. said President
Segall.
President Segall then opened
the floor to questions fro m the
audience. Many of the questions
dealt with the need for more
lounge and classroom space, as
well as club and meeting rooms
for day. evening and graduate
.students." President Segall ex- ,
plained that he will accept pro-
posals for the use of the new
space. but warned that he could
not make any promises.
"We can't satisfy every re-
quest for space." he said. later
adding that "student space will
be increased more than faculty
space.
The prospect of moving the
Baruch Campus to the Atlantic
Terminal area of Brook lyn was
also questioned. President
Segall explained that, at one
time. a new. modern campus was
By WENDY GERTLER
In an unexpected change, New
York State Speaker of the House
Stanley Fink sent the Honorable
Mark Alan Siegel of the 66th As-
sembly to speak to Baruch stu-
dents on November 19. as Fink
was called to the Governor's of-
fice to discuss property taxes.
The appearance was arranged
by Clayton Majete and his Socio-
logy of Political Action class. In-
his effort to make students more
politically aware. Majete req uest-
ed that the politician focus on
how students can get involved in
the political system. and how im-
portant a voting force can be.
As Fink was discussing prop-
erty taxes with the Governor.
Siegel was explaining the same
issue. He said that it showed that
people clearly saw the difference
between the two solutions avail-
.able for the property tax prob-
By SUSAN CUCCINELLO
The Second President' s
Student Leadership Reception,
allowing student leaders to meet
and question Baruch College Pre-
sident Joel Segall, was held on
Tuesday evening, November 24,
in the Faculty Lounge of the 24th
Street building.
Present at the reception were
representatives from Day Ses-
sion, Evening Session and Gra-
duate Student Assemblies. as
well as representatives from
Student Personnel Services and
the college media.
After a brief introduction by
Dean of Students Hank Wilson,
President Segall took the stand.
informing the audience that the
main issue he wished to discuss
was ''the '---space' probtem'"; this
involves theIoss of space at J IS'
Park Avenue South, the gain: of
space at 225 Park Avenue South.
and the renovation of the Family
Court Building.
President Segall explained that
the total gain of area for the
campus would be 71,000 square
feet. or approximately 15 percent
more space than is now avail-
able. Although the final deci-
sions on how the space will be
allocated will be made by Presi-
dent Segall. he said that he fe It it
necessary to confer with facu lty
and students to generate ideas.
-,
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Student V·oice Is Barely Heard
There has been a.great deal of discussion and debate among college administrators, faculty
and students with regard to the additional space Baruch has secured.
At the present time, the problem of spacing is the single most important topic of discus-
sion on campus. Arguments have been raised concerning the best way to utilize the new
space. College President Joel Segall attempted to address this problem during his Second
Annual Leadership Reception; unfortunately, very few questions were answered.
Instead of being given answers, students were told to write proposals on how they feel the
space could best be used. Although the submitting of proposals is a step in the right direc-
tion, there is still no guarantee of getting a commitment. The fact remains that the President
will have the final say in how the space is to be allocated. Therefore," it is he who decides
priorities, and the president has apparently decided that faculty needs take preference over
student needs, and, although it is sad to say, this has been the case for quite sometime.
The students are always the last to be consulted. Perhaps this is because the administration
feels we lack the professional expertise which they and the faculty possess; however, we are
still capable of thinking along rational lines. We should have greater input in decision mak-
ing than we are currently allowed.
The leadership reception was supposed to give us the opportunity to present our ideas, as
students, to the president. This was not an easy task to accomplish. The majority of the
students present were at a disadvantage. Proposed floor plans for the new spacing ar-
rangements had been drawn up, and revised prior to the reception, but for some reason,
these plans were not accessible to students. However, these plans were available to faculty
members when they met with the president on November 20. This is another example of
preferential treatment being shown faculty members. "
President Segall claims to have learned from past experience that it is better to show
students, and faculty, what they have to work with, rather than having them involved from
the beginning. This is nothing short of an insult to our intelligence.
The president's opinion of students was clearly displayed when he discussed the library
issue. He said that he felt the library must be increased in size and that he would see to it that
this occurred, regardless of what anyone thought. President Segall obviously does not give us
credit for noticing the need to increase the size of the libTary.~We,to't, could have arrived at '
the conclusion that the library needed to double in size. "We are not only concerned with in-
creasing our lounge space; we do. recognize "the need for academic improvements as well.
This includes the library, as well as the computer center, classrooms, and lecture halls.
Although the faculty needs have been given priority-over student needs, no one can accuse
the president of catering to the faculty. There are many disgruntled faculty members who are
not happy with the proposed moves.
The president can be accused of acting autonomously; this is a practice which can only be
























To Play Santa Clause
The delight of giving is immeasurable. Birthdays,
anniversaries, Valentine's Day, weddi ngs , and -even
Mother's Day provide us with year-round opportunities to
enjoy that light headed joy over giving someone a special
gift. But there's nothing like. the Christmas holidays for
getting high-even overdosing-on the luxuriously delicious
feelings that accompany gift-giving.
Unfortuna tel v , and undoubtedly, financial resources
eventually get depleted, sometimes dampening the previous
exuberance. But this need not happen. Once "all your
relatives and friends have been touched by your generosity
and joy,and once your funds are nearly non-existent, there
is no reason for your good will to cease to exist as well.
However minimal the funds, there are still ways to enjoy
giving gifts, and at the same time. to make it a very special
Christmas for those who are not fortunate enough to re-
ceive.
The Veteran' s Club is currently conducting a Toys For
Tots drive. It will last until December 22. and hopefully,
your Christmas cheer will also. Not all toys are expensive;
there are many inexpensive little trinkets, games, or books
from which youngsters can derive just as much enjoyment.
If your financial situation cannot even allow for this type of
gift. do not despair. (would Santa?) Check at home: do you
have a boxful of old toys that you were saving for some
unknown reason? Do your younger sister and brother have
toys which they have outgrown? You would be amazed at
what you can find.
Do not cheat yourself. Your happiness over gift-giving
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The social and political
importance of having such a dis-
tinguished poet. lecturer. and
present day "historian" as Pro-
fessor Dennis Brutus at the dis-
posal of the American govern-
ment and people, cannot and
should not be underestimated.
Whereas present sources of
information on the South African
. 'question" are undoubtedly
biased. the knowledge acquired
through Professor Brutus ex-
perience should be as important
to the American government as it
is "to the African-American
people. All others interested in
reaching a "democratic" solution
in South Afri ca , and achieving
peace among all men can also
benefit from Professor Brutus's
knowledge.
America is one country whose
international policies express
interest in the welfare of those
less fortunate. Yet, possessing
knowledge of the consequences
of Professor Brutus' forced
return to South Africa-namely
the probability of execution, and
if not this, then the definite exile
.from his country and country-
men. and life imprisonment-
simply because he dared to speak
_and write the truth about a
known oppressive, aparthied
<ystem. America still seems to be
.onsidering deportation." , I,
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- Student Services Are Top Priority of Chancellor's Budget
Above:'CUNY CbanceDor Robert·J. Kibbee
55
though CUNY has less control of
the budget under the State, the
budget will be more stable. Fur-
thermore, the governor cannot
take initiative with the budget.
explained Kibbee, and his de-
cisions can be overruled by the
State legislature.
Although Kibbee is optimistic
about the budget. he is still not
sure of its passage. "We don't
know exactly how it's going to
fare," he said. He explained that
federal cuts to New York State's
budget may eventually affect
CUNY's. Nevertheless. accord-
ing to William M ulrow, the Exec-
utive Assistant of the Budget Of-
fice in Albany, negotiations are
continuing between CUNY ad-
ministrators and state budget
representatives. Kibbee ex-
plained that exact budget figures
would only be known when the
Governor presents the state bud-
get to the Federal Government in
January.
If any budget cuts are neces-
sary, Kibbee feels he would re-
duce things rather than people.
"I don't want to reduce faculty in
any significant way, ., he said.
Cilief Security Officer Richard Dillon
Budget-Induced Changes
ger will the senior colleges be al-
located a lump sum per student as
they were when the City supplied
the budget.
Among the proposed new pro-
grams for which state funds will
be used is the .addition of 44 stu-
dent service positions for the sen-
ior colleges, the modernization
and replacement of obsolete com-
puters, and net increases of 79
new faculty members in the seni-
or colleges.
One other change in next year's
budget request is that it is linked
to a university-wide academic
planning process that will adjust
staff and other resources to match
student enrollment in the in-
dividual colleges. For example,
modest faculty reductions are
proposed for Brooklyn, City and
Lehman Colleges where enroll-
ment has been declining, and
modest increases are proposed
for Baruch. Hunter and Queens
Colleges, where enrollment
is at a steady increase.
The Chancellor feels that al-
By KAMELA DAHIR
According to CUNY's Office of
University Relations, long needed
improvements in studen t serv-
ices, laboratory equipment, cam-
pus security and management in-
formation sys terns head the list of
program priorities that Chan-
cellor Robert J. Kibbee is asking
for in his 1982-83 budget request.
At a recent press conference.
Chancellor K ibbee optimistically
spoke of the $713.5 million bud-
get request. "A good part of the
request is what we think of as
mandatory increases." said Kib-
bee, referring to staffing, higher
energy costs and inflationary in-
creases. All increases total $71.4
rni ll ion higher than the current
y~ar's budget.
The 1982-83 budget also marks
the first time that the budget for
the University's nine senior col-
leges, the Graduate School. and
New York Technical College will
be underwritten solely by New
York State. Under the State, the
budget is divided into several cat-
egories and the State allocates
money to each category. No long-
Two Baruch athletes. David
Moy, fencer, and John Panouso-
pou los , basketball player, re-
cently had their lockers varidal-.
ized, resulting in personal losses
amounting to $31 and $35 respec-
tively. These are only two of 9S
such cases that have been report-
ed during the last year.
-The lockers. which are located
on the sixth and seventh floors of
the 23rd Street building and by
the swimming pool in the base-
ment of the same building, are
utilized by students, athletes and
individuals participating in intra-
mural activities. They fall under
the direct purview of Athletic
Equipment Manager Ralph
Sirianni.
Sirianni views these break-ins
as "deplorable" acts because
they result in the loss of and dam-
age to property, as well as "a
threat to the safety of students...
There are 838 lockers allocated
for males and 606 for females. In
the largest single act of vandal-
ism. which occurred during the
last week of September, SO lock-
ers in the female section were
robbed.
According to Sirianni, books
and cash were the main objects
taken by the thief or thieves.
"When we discovered the break-
in." he said, "the scene was one
of clothing and pocketbooks
strewn all over."
By MICHAEL FLANIGAN
Locker Hoorn Robberies Are Concern
Of Students and Security Staff
adequate security. it is impossible augment personnel.
to protect all areas as thoroughly "Equipment in and of itself is
as required. not an answer." said Dillon, •'but
In an effort to tackle the locker proper utilization will make for a
room problem, the Security de- better job. "
artment recently instituted a sys- A request has also been
tern of deploying undercover made:' Dillon said, "to upgrade
guards to cover these.areas. the standards of security per-
"There are now teams of sonnel via training, and an in-
security people working in the creased hourly wage rate' 'to
locker rooms from 7:30 a. m. motivate and ensure greater pro-
Vandals Penetrate Security through 10:00 p.m.;" said Dillon. ductivity."
. It is not by chance that the lock- This system facilitated the appre- While these break-ins result in
ers have become a target for crim- hension of an offender about two considerable damage to school
inals. The lockers are always be- weeks ago. property (damage accruing from
ing utilized, with peak usage dur- Although this is being done, the September break-in was es-
ing club hours. Dillon pointed out that the overall timated at $500). Students can
"The perpetrators know our security system is in need of im- help to minimize their personal
guards and their patterns of provement. It is in this regard losses. The most effective way to
operation." said Chief Security that he has made a request to do this. said Sirianni, isto "watch
Officer, Richard Dillon. Dillon President Joel Segall for alarms your valuables; never leave them
poinred .out thai .due, tQ. a Jack"of, _. .andclosed... circuit W;.t4Uations .to , .. inthe lockers;" , ..... - _. ~ ....
- .
has been a more accurate indica-
tor of the direction of interest.
rates than has public credit
demand or even total credit
demand changes.
In the first quarter of 1981
total use of credit fell 21/2 %.
Interest rates fell during that
period quite markedly (the
Federal Funds Rate dropped 650
basis points from 20 percent).
Despite these factors. the use of
credit in the public/sector rose
from $163.7 billion to $182.2
billion. Therefore, the relevant
factor was the fall in use of
priva te credit demand which
pulled interest rates down.
During the second quarter fof
the year, interest rates rose as
did t h e total use of credit to
$527.2 billion. and annual
increase of 13 percent. Public
sector credit decreased though
by 3S percent down to $119.4
billion. Therefore, the increase
of private credit.
Evi dence is mou nting that
interest rates are peaking. Re-
cently, short-term interest rates
have been declining. - The over-
night Federal Funds Rate moving
average peaked at 19.250/0 in
June. Three month CDs have
been ash ig has 18.50 % Re-
cently , the rate on- overnight Fed
Funds was 120/0, on 9O-day Fed
Funds 12%, on 90-day commer-
cial bank CD's 11.375%, the
yield on 90-day Treasury Bills
10.48 %, 6-month Fed Funds
12.250/0. 6-month CD's 11.50%,
and o-m ont h T-Bills 11.41 %.
One-year CD's are 11,50% and
one-year T-Bills 11.710/0. Money
Market Certificates, a 6-month
investment, have been yielding
11.220/0. Thus, a flat yield curve
exists. , , . 1..-
(The following is the second in
a three pan series concerning the
economy. ) ~ .
President Reagan's goals are
to cut taxes. balance the budget,
increase defense spending and
reduce inflation. He has given
Paul Volcker and the Federal Re-
serve a free hand with their part
in fighting inflation.
The Federal Reserve decided
to let interest rates rise to what-
ever levels they sought. as long as
they slow the average annual
growth rate of M-18 (all currency
in circulation plus all the money
in checking accounts) to between
3 1/ 2 percent and 6 percent. So
far the Federal Reserve has kept
the money supply within these
limits.
The Shadow Open Market
Committee, an organization of
monetary economists. has stated
its support' for President
Reagan's administration and the
Federal Reserve's policies on
inflation.
They suggested that the
Reagan Administration focus
their attention on decreasing the
growth of government spending
and worry less about the budget
deficit because the 1981 deficit is
far lower to GNP percentage wise
than it was in other years. The
deficit is not the prime reason for
infla t ion : excessive monetary
growth is the culprit.
Another big federal def'icit ,
even in the neighborhood of $85
billion. will not result in a big
increase in bank reserves unless
the Fed allows the Money Supply
to expand too sharply.
In addition to the deficit, credit
demand in the private sector has
a strong effect. In the first half
of 1981 prjvat~ .~r~~i~. movement
- ._-. ---- ------------. • ..-.n. ~
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The jeans that won Same metal buttons .
the westhave on the fiy: Same copper l .
discovered women. rivets on the front ,/ l.~.:
pockets and red Levis . ~~J.
For over a century the only way "tab" on the bac~'~::" <
a woman couldget authentic pocket Nothing- has been changed
501'''' Blue Jeans was to buy a but the -fit To fit yrou perfectly
pair made for men,
Butnow,allong last, we've The older theyget
started maling those same rug - the better theylook.
ged shrink:.to-fltjeans tor junior In many parts ofthe world, a washed-
sized.women down and broken-in pair of 50l"'jeans
. are more desirable than a brand new
'. ;:--. -......::".
';~:~'l~~~::i;~'" ~""" " pair: Because despite their after-washing
-- _._•• A... softness, a good old pair of SOI~'" is still
as tough as nails. (Rlunor has It that
old 50ls"never really die,




VVith their button fly and shrink-to- fit fabric,
Levi's 50r~Blue Jeans probably are a little
srranse, But try a pair for yourself.
After you've worn the very flrst blue jeans








, , .. , .
rMUSTBETHE
GEST PAIROFJEANS
EVER E FI LY
_E TO FIT
Levis'Original button tbJ bluejeans-ina denimthat shtirlkP
so much. youUneed real faith tobug them. But,oh,whata fit!
YOur washing machine-tailors"
the 501~to nug everyCUl'Ve.
VVhat separates 50rs~ from the jeans you're
accustomed to weari~ is our exclusive"'XXf:..~
all cotton denim, In tne store, you'll und that
the jeans feel s1iffloolcdark.- and are much
bigger than the size indicated,
But trust what we tellyou: after just three
washi~s,-the le~th,waist,hips - everythmg-
shrinks permanently to fit likg. no jeans you've
ever worn, A few more washi11Ss, and. the fabric
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Crowd Sways to the Sounds
Of Count Basie and Band
By DANIAN BEGLEY
Count Basie and his Orchestra
swung into the Baruch College
Auditorium on Friday November
20, to deliver a masterful,
rhythm-charged night of music.
The Count started off with a
rousing ••Sweet Georgia Brown."
going into "Shiny Stockings"
before the applause ended. The
rhythym section played this
Basie standard with incredible
energy, setting the tempo for the
smooth night of music.
William "Count" Basie was
born on August 21. 1904 in New
Jersey. He studied piano at an
early age and by the time he
reached 31. had become leader of
his first band. In 1937. the band
recorded their first album and
in the next year achieved inter-
national acclaim.
Simple, effective piano backed
by individual soloists is the Basie
trademark. and it was evident
throughout the 21-song set.
., Warm Breeze" featured
Sammy Cohn on trumpet with
Basie providing the background.
Written in a ballad tempo,
,. April In Paris" takes on a new
dimension from Basie. His band
picks up the beat, adds a trumpet
riff and swings it with the tra-
ditional, "One more time!"
Recorded 4S years ago.
, .J ada" is one of the oldest songs
in the Basie repertoire; he takes
this Dixieland tune and puts his
inimitable stamp ,on it. Later in
the set, bassist Cleveland Eaton
played chase sequences, in a
give-and-take dialogue with the
Count's light-fingered touch.
With "One 0 'Clock Jump," it
was time for intermission.
In past years, Basie vocalists
included Blues "Shouter" Jimmy
Rushing and, in a more animated
style, Joe Williams. Denis Row-
land, the featured singer at this
outing, brought a new sound
with a balanced blend of tunes.
.. On the Street Where You Live"
was given a driving approach
while- .. Minute By Minute" and
.. Someone To Take Me Out of If
My Misery" were done in tradi-
tional shout in ' and s to mpi n '
style. Duke Ellington's haunting
. 'I Got It Bad" was delivered in a
soft, shaded style. Rowland's
closing number, "' Everyday,"
brought out an improvised clap-
along from the audience.
Drummer Greg Field provided
a strong backbone to the fifteen
other members of the Orchestra,
who all showed their expertise as
soloists. •. In a Mellow Tone"
defined the dynamic beat of each
section of the band, as they
neatly wound up playing in
unison. A reprise of "One
O'Clock Jump" brought the
concert to an all-to-soon ending,
but the Count gave us one more
taste. with a powerful rendition of
.. J umpin' at the Woodside,"
proving that he is the most ex-
plosive force in jazz.






Concerning the results of stu-
dent apathy, Siegel said,' 'We
know how few students are reg-
istered, and we inevitably take
it into account." He continued,
making an analogy to furtheT his
point: "If you're not registered,
it's like you walked off the field.
It'sIikebeingin the stands cheer-
ing. It ' s rea) nice, but ineffec-
tive...
Before Siegel was done, at Ma-
jete's request, he offered basic
information on the role of politi-
cal parties, their history, and the
Democratic party structure.
One student, Irene Gryziec,
asked, how can we know all the
issues and express our opinions?
Siegel replied, find out your rep-
resentatives' stands on major is-
sues and see how they compare
with your views. Depending on
whether or not these views coin-
cide, Siegel continued, you may
or may not care to let them act
on your behalf.
shortly over two hours, received
mixed reviews.
"It was a nice gesture of the
President to meet with student
leaders. " said Sal Cheda, presi-
dent of Day Session Student
Government. ""but nothing was
resolved. The President domi-
nated the reception, and there
were no direct answers given.•.
,. It was good for the students
to have the opportunity to meet
and talk with the president."
said Associate Dean Ronald
Aaron," but to what extent all of
the questions were answered,
and to what extent there was
enough time to cover all issues
other than space, I can't say."
Dean Aaron also felt encouraging
that President Segall wants to
hold another Student Leadership
Reception next smester, instead
of making it an annual event as
was originally intended.
President Speaks With Students
for Reagan's policies, Siegel, a
former Baruch summer school
student, said that he and the
Speaker were committed to hold-
ing down the tui tion at CU NY.
This issue was called to his atten-
tion by Stanley Abraham. a stu-
dent involved in the University
Student Senate. Siegel said that
not only do they need the cooper-
ation of the State Senate, the
Governor, and the money supply,
but they also very much need
student input.
'"r am unimpressed by the
CUNY political force. It is a slum-
bering giant," said Siegel, add-
ing "There has to be a genuine,
deep. grassroots organization in
order for us to help students. We
need the force. ,.
Siegel further said that the Uni-
versity Student Senate has fine
people, but that is doesn't have
the masssupport that is neces-
sary. As a result, Siegel said, the
USS is just like a group of lobby-
ists.
Continued from page I
~ graduate and undergraduate
students. It was pointed out that
the interview areas were not very
private or plentiful, making it
very difficult to carryon inter-
views. The audience was told
.that the Placement Office will be
better equipped as a result of the
planned changes.
The President was asked for
his views on the alcohol and drug
problem at Baruch. "I am firmly
convinced that (alcohol and
drugs) impair your performance
in the classroom," he said, .. I
am saying this not with the inten-
tion of imposing upon your free-
dom. but you should be aware of
the consequences of your actions.
This is one of the rare things that
I say as strongly as I feel. "
Attendants Express Reactions
. .,. - -, ......
' .. ·'_;JJ\t17~c~~trcm". which' fasted
'.~~
Continued from page 1
division of gains and losses
within a society: who gets; who
pays; what they get; what they
pay for. To this definition, he
added the business of personal
freedom.
Part of that freedom includes
the exercise of power. Siegel
said, ··If you want power. you
have to mobilize your own power
and use that power to mobilize
others; you have the capacity to
exert political power."
.. Politics has become a spec-
tator sport. It is a participatory
sport; if you don't participate,
you lose," said Siegel. Answer-
ing a question raised by student
Gregory Spock, concerning the
affects of new Federal regula-
tions on the National Direct Stu-
dent Loan, Siegel said, "This is
where mass student action is
necessary." He continued, "(The
government) seems to have miss-
ed the point with regard to stu-
dent loans. It is not willing to in-
vest in human capital. If we
don't," Siegel concluded, "we
don't have a future."
To Doors To Politics
Local structure involvement is
one way to get involved. Siegel
said that he found, through his
experiences, that power comes
from the bottom up, through the
people. Siegel, who is Chairman
of the Assembly of Higher Edu-
cation Committee, invited the
approximate 8S attendants to join
their County Committee. He also
suggested running for District
Leader, explaining that one
needed only 500 signatures from
people within the community.
Political exposure can also be
gained by legislative involve-
ment through Internships in the
State Assembly or the State
Senate. Siegel said that he went
to Albany as an intern, and, like
all other interns-a., received 1S
~
credits for a semester's work.
'Unimpressed' by CUNY
0 .. - < •• ..: After r eXBre.~pl!.' Ai6.·'i~~Sie
• ". ~ l-.~ •• 4f-l., " • .- .....~- ..,. \ ..- - ,.-
ident, Provost, Campus Plan-
ning, Personnel and College Re-
lations among others.
."The aim of this relocation is to
have all Liberal Arts Depart-
ments in one building (225-
PAS)," said Professor Mikulsky.
With the departments of Mathe-
matics and Philosophy vacating
the 360 Park Avenue South pre-
mises,room will be created to
house the Public Administration
and Health Care departments.
This will result in 360 Park
Avenue'South being left as the
Business School.
These relocations, particularly
to 22S Park Avenue South, will
require adjustment in the move-
ments of students. Professor Mi-
kulsky advised that when sched-
uling classes the student should
take into account the-distance be-
tween the buildings, particularly
18th and 26th Stteets. They
should also remember that a new
subway stop-14th Street, Union
Squre-will come into play. After
all, with eight blocks separating
the projected Liberal Arts School
from the Business School, the
planning of schedules assumes
added importance.
..




New Space Is Rented
Near Union Square
Continued from Page I
semester, , , said Professor Mar-
ion Mikulsky, Director of Cam-
pus Planning. The problem is
caused in part by the renovation
and general preparation of the
new facilities for occupancy, at
Park Avenue South.
According to the lease agree-
ment, a separate entrance, a
lobby and four' 'high-speed" ele-
vators are to be provided; the
construction of these facil ities
has just commenced. Throughout
this construction phase, only two
of the existing elevators will be
in service, while the other two
are converted to "high-speed."
A draft of the proposed Baruch
College facilities dated Novem-
ber 24, 1981. has targeted the
departments of Education, Black
and Hispanic Studies, Political
Science, Philosophy, Computer
Programming and Mathematics
for relocation in 225 Park Avenue
South.
The 22nd Street building will,
according to the proposals, house
the Administrative offices of the
College. These include the of-
fices of the President, Vice-Pres-
Page 6 The. Ticker:
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Jane Globus Seminars Continue
To Emphasize Interdisciplinary
Subjects, Appealing To Many
Practical Applications:
Cosmetic Design For Gals
In The Business World
B)' KAREN TYSON
Pulitzer Prize Winning Editor
Explores History Of Business
• No two faces are the same.
Adapt cosmetic application to
suit your personal style. '
• Test different' cosmetic looks
when you are not rushed and
have the ti me to experiment.
Try different colors and combi-
nations.
• The more you practice cos-
metic application. the less time
it will take you to make up in
the morning.
• Light colors emphasize fea-
tures; dark colors de-emphasize.
Experiment with the placement
of light and dark. See which flat-
ters you the most.
• Apply cosmetics with a light
touch. It is easier to add more
color that it is to take it away.
• If you have applied too much
color. use translucent powder to
tone it down. Don't try to rub
away the color.
When preparing for your next
interview, use makeup to add
extra polish to your total image.
When you look better you will
feel confident and interviews will
be more receptive.
Of Baruch College will have a speaker from the Federal
'l
Reserve on Dec. 10, at 6 PM in the Marble Lounge
(adjacent to Oak Lounge in the Student Center Blg.)
To All those who are interested in our Central
Banks' policies & intentions, here's your chance
to voice your questions
All Are Invited
Refreshments will be served
The Finance & Economics Society
I
Color Schemesfor Business Look
PINK-TONED
Blush should be soft pink, not too vibrant. It should be applied
along the cheekbone and touched lightly on the temples.
Eyecolors should be in the lilac-pink family. I suggest a soft lilac
for the upper lid. a violet-brown for the crease. and a light (net
bright) pink for the browbone.
c:
The eyeliner can be in the plum or brown family.
Lipcolor and lipliner should be in the soft pink family as well.
E.uTH-TONED
Blush in the apricot. auburn. or coral family. Apply the blush
along the cheekbones. The color should give the effect of a
heightened natural look. Touch a bit of blush to the temples as
well Blend all blush.
Eyecolors should be matte (no frost or shine). Use a medium
brown for the upper lid. a deeper brown for the crease, and a
peach or beige color on the browbone , Eyeliner should be in the
brown farnilv.
RED OR WINE-TONED
Blush in the red or wine family applied lightly along the cheek-
bones. Touch a bit of blush to the temples.
Eyecolors in the gray or wine family would look good. Apply
them lightly and selectively. There should be three hues within
the color category-a light color for the browbone, a medium
color for the lid, and 0 a darker color for the crease. Many corn-
p a nie s make a trio of eye s h adow colors that contain a light.
medium and dark color. These would work well Eyeliner can be
in the blue. gray, or black families.
Lipcolor and lipliner should correspond to the blush color. The
color chosen shouldn't be shockingly bright or very dark.
Throughout college we have
been making contacts with the
business world. either through
corporate represen tat ives or
through job interviews. Qualifi-
cations and personality play an
important part in the interview.
but appearance is the first thing
that prospective employers
notice. In the business world.
job applicant should look like
she fits the role.
The dress code for a company
depends on the type of company
it is. Generally speaking. con-
, servative, not boring, clothes and
neat hair styles' are more appro-
priate for the office. The right
cosmetic application completes
the picture.
Some women avoid makeup
for fear that they will look in-
appropriate or too feminine for
the corporate world. Others
apply too much makeup and
appear overdone in a business
atmosphere. To a void either
extreme, and to familiarize your-
self with a comfortable cosmetic
routine. keep in mind the follow-
ing tips:
V.A, Kolve
and illustrators of this period
depicted such a person. A lively
discussion followed this presen-
tation, which was in the A-V
Studio.
Professor Kolve ' s seminar
exemplified what the Jane
Globus Seminar Series is all
about: to bring faculty and
students from diverse disciplines
together for a stimulating lecture
and discussion.
Visible Hand: The Managerial
Revolution in American Business
(1977), for which he won, in
1978. the Pulitzer Prize and the
, Bancroft Prize, and. in 1980. the
New Comen Award. Currently,
Chandler is editor of the Harvard
Business Studies in Business
History, He discussed the
historical changes in technology
and machinery in America, and
compared them to the changes in
Germany, France, England..and
Japan.
The "visible hand" is in direct
opposition to the invisible hand
theory proposed by Adam Smith,
an economic philospher of the
late 18th Century. Smith felt
that the government should play
an invisible part in the economy.
whereas Chandler disagrees
with this laissez-faire attitude.
Baruch offers a course in the
History department entitled The
His tory of Amer-ican Business
Enterprise" (His 3410), but it has
not been taught for quite some
time.
"Baruch students didn't have
a passionate interest in it," said
Professor Berrol. "I can't be
sure, but I think students are
interested in business as a means
to an end, and not how it got that
way, ., she added.
"Global Enterprise: Economic
And National Characteristics, An
Historical Overview."
an agnostic. a non-believer who
spends his time studying the
Middle Ages. a period in which
belief in God was absolutely
central to man's existence. Kolve
is aware of the irony in this.
.. What is the use." he asked,
:. of studying some part of the
historical past for one who does
not share the beliefs essential to
that past?" The Middle Ages are
for Kolve, "a place outside one-
self, " and studying them helps
us ""to see ourselves better."
Just as we are expected to
broaden our horizons and learn
about more places than the town
in which we grew up. so too
.. there is a cha uvinisrn of time as
well as of place." Kolve insisted.
"We are imprisoned by our own
moment in time. except to the
extent that we make an effort to
learn another time." he said.
After presenting his case for
the study of other time periods..
Professor Kolve then illustrated
his presentation with slides ,of
medieval art. The non-believer in
medieval times was considered a
fool. an outcast. and Kol ves
audience found it fascinating to
see how the anonymous artists
"" It is a rare occassion that
business students were so well
represented at a lecture given
within the Liberal Arts School."
said Professor Selma Berrol of
the History department, who
invited Chandler to the school.
A good part of Chandler's
lecture focused on his book The
Dr. Alfred Chandler, Jr.
B~' LIZ GAFFNEY
V.A. Koive. prominent medie-
valist and Commonwealth Pro-
fessor of English at the Univer-
sity of Virginia. addressed the
question of what we can gain
from studying the past in his
lecture at Baruch on Thursday.
November 19. Kolve showed
slides of medieval art with his
presentation entitled .. Fools In
and Out of Motley: or, the
Middle Ages Imagines Us."
Dean Martin Stevens intro-
duced Professor Kolve by re-
counting Kolve ' 5 many accom-
plishments and by pointing out to
the audience. composed mainly
of stude n ts , that college pro-
fessors have other lives outside
the classroom: many are disti!1-'
guished scholars. In addition to
tl:e demands of teaching, most
college, professors welcome the
opportunities to pursue scholarly
work 'in the fields of their choice.
In the pas t , Kolve has been
challenged on his own passionate
interest in che Middle Ages, and.
at the lecture. he answered this
problem eloquently. He began





In perhaps the first tt:u e
coming together of the School of
Liberal Arts and the School of
Business and Public Administra-
tion, Dr. Alfred D. Chandler, Jr..
Straus Professor of Business
History at Harvard University's
School of Business Administra-
lion, spoke at Baruch on
Tuesday. November 17. Dr.
Chandler's lecture was on
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HYOGA & MEDITATION WORKSHOP"
Every Wednesday at 5:30
17th Fl. Globus Lounge 360
"ARNIS MARTIAL ARTS WORKSHOP"
Every Tuesday at 5:30-7:30
Oak Lounge Student Center
CHRISTMAS/Cl~NNUKAHPARTY-DISCO·
Thursday December 17
2:00 to 7:00 Student Center
-.'
December
December 10* 11*;" 12* ~'STIR CR.-\.Zy"
* ~onday's & Thursday's 5:30 p.m. Stucent Center - Oak
** Fr i day at 1: 00 & 3: 00 p , m, 23rd St. ·s. 4 North
We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm.302 (Student Center)




The Three R's, 'Reading,
,'Riting, 'Rithmetic' Receive
Attention in Tutoring Workshop
The TIcker'





"What people pay good money
for is here, available to students
free of charge, .. said Marjorie
Pena. Tutorial Coordinator of the
Reading and' Writing Workshop.
"I am concerned that if students
do not find out about the tutoring
program and make use of it. that
the college will but back needed
funds, and it will no longer be
available to them, .. she added.
The Reading and Wri ting
Workshop helps s t udc nt s with'
English. French. Spanish. Psy-
chology, Pof i t ica l Science.
History. or any other subject.
The Math Lab specializes in
math subjects at all level:". from
remedial and Finite. fa Calculus.
as well as Economics. Statistics.
and Computer Science.
The Reading and' Wri ti n g
Workshop. room 342, and the
Math Lab. room 343. are in the
24th Street Building. The Read-
ing and Wri ting Workshop is
open on Mondays. Wednesdays,
and Thursdays from 10 to S. on
Tuesdays from 10 to 7. and on
Fridays from 10 to 3. The Math
Lab is open on Mondays through
Thursdays from 10 to 5:30. and
on Fridays from 10 to 2.
Adding to Class Learning
Marjorie Pena runs both the
Reading and Writing Workshop
and the Math Lab.. 'Tutoring can
make the difference between
passing or failing a class,
between academic success and
failure." she said.
ing students' English skills. both
written and oral. It is of help to
non-native speakers. students
preparing for the Writing
Assessment Test. students who
w an t to review basic grammar
and composition. and more
advanced students who want to
perfect the writing skills that
they will need throughout college
and in their careers.
Peer Tutors Understand
Tutoring differs from the
instruction you receive in class.
Tutors are students 'your own age
who are easy to talk to and who
are sympathetic to your con-
fusion and frustration. They give
v 0 u the i n d i v i d u a! ::1 t ten! ion a
professor does not have time for.
and they are trained to respond
to YOl1 personally.
T~'0 special weekly seminars
on basic writing skills have been
set up for students taking the
Writing Assessment Test on
December 12. These are already
filled. but more are planned for
next se m ster , If you need to
pass ~his test, and are unsure
about your writing skills. there is
still time to express your
interest.
If you want help, go to room
342 and register for tutoring.
There is usually a tutor who can
work with you right away. If not.
make an appointment for a time
convenient for you. Be sure to
bring your textbook and a sample
of your work. This will enable a
tutor to assess your problem
quickly and to work efficiently to
satisfy your specific needs.
Bl SCOTI ALLAN
With the coming of Christmas
comes that special excitement
over giving and receiving gifts.
There are some. though. that are
in no position to do either. They
are the young children in hospital
wards. special institutions. or
orp h a n a g es, This situation is
being modified as each year, the
Veteran's .C1ub plays Santa for
these _-:pecial youngsters.
Toys For Tots is the official
drive that the Veteran's Club is
currently cond ucring , It started
Wednesday. December 2 and will
continue until Tuesday.
December 22. Boxes for the toys
are in the Student Center. the
Vcterans Affairs Office-s-Room
1701. 360 PAS-and the lobby of
the 24th Street building.
"There are many veterans who
arc involved." said Bob Lanza.
president of the club. who might
pose as this year's Santa.
Last year. the Veteran's Club
worked with Circle K, and the
toys went to the children' sward
at Bellevue Hospital. This year,
the club is working in conjunction
with the 2nd Battalion. 25th
Marine Division. located in
Garden City. Long Island.
"The Marine Corps does this
every year. It takes care of the
distribution•. while we' take care
of the collection." said Lanza.
Collection takes place every-
day. According to Dennis White.
Coordinator of Veteran' s Affairs.
the club is appealing to both day
and evening students to make





The toys some children may never see.
Gallery's Ongoing Art Exhibit Features
Works of Two Young Geollletric Sculptors
I


















Baruch has an art gallery.
This art gallery features ex-
hibit after exh ibit , but many
students are probably not aware
of this. In fact. many have
passed through it without realiz-
ing it. The Gallery is the first
floor of the 24th Street building.
In late October, students' art-
works were featured in the Cir-
cuJating GaUery. Then, keeping
in the tradition of an ongoing ex-
hibition program organized and
run by the Art department. after
every two to three weeks. the
exhibit takes on a different focus.
"These shows will hopefully
reflect a number of different
.aesthetic viewpoints," said. John
Gillen, Assistant Professor of
Art. "We arc trying to present
some type of cross-section of
today's art.," he added.
Faculty Makes Its Mark
The Art Department Faculty
Shew opened up November ·12,
anu closed December 1. Besides
giving students a chance to see
what their art teachers could pro-
duce. it also afforded the art
faculty members an opporruntiy
to view their colleagues' work.
The art historians in the depart-
ment. whose actual artistic incli-
nations may not w a rr a nt ex-
hibition. presented selections of
their favorite works of art. photo-
graphed.
'We are trying to present
some type of cross-
section section of today's
art. '
Gillen ran the Faculty Show,
and has been involved with many
of the exhibitions during the two
years he has been at Baruch.
The shows are funded by the
Quality of Life Program. which
receives its funds from alumni
and from organizations. Gillen
pointed out that these events are
Dot funded by tax payers or
through the student activities
fee.
Sculpture Currently Exhibited
Since December 3. the works
of two young sculptors. Tom Bills
and Jonathan Waters. have been
in the Gallery. and will continue
to be on exhibit until January 9.
"They both have come out of a
tradition of the manipulation of
basic materials. such as steel and
concrete. •. said Gillen. adding,
"Their work is solid and heavy; it
sits on tb.e floor. It's part of the
whole 20th Century tradition of
geometric. abstract. materials-
oriented sculpture."
Tom Bills's most recent ex -
hibition was at the Hayden
GalIery at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Bills has
worked as an assistant to Richard
Serra. and has had works cppear
at the well-known Blum-He.man
Gallery.
Jonathan Waters recently held
an outdoor exhibit at C.W. Post
College. Waters also worked as
an assistant. but to Mark
diSuvero.
. -_.....-•.....~. ".--- -- --'-.C -:::_" ..~.t_-.. -c-.... --c-~,...,.---::.. __ . __ ....~-_~.•'~~.....~-__. ,~ .• ~_ - --.. -
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Make money working at
home!
Be flooded with offers! !
The Competitive Edge
We are looldng for
Theresa Wong
Dept. M
Sg24 7th A venue
Brooklyn. NY 11220




Bright. Young arid Willing





Seniors, don't let job
opportunities pass you by.
Have you registered with
CPR? If not. call toll-free
1-800-368-3093 for full details
and data entry form.
1981·82 NEW YORK GUIDE FOR
JOB SEEKERS. Practical guide
to resume writing and competi-
tive interviewing plus directory of
NY personnel consultants by
specialization. 166pp. $5.95.
Order by phone: (22) 283-0990.
THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY
OF JERUSALEM
1982/83 PROGRAMS FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS
~ ONE YEAR PROGRAM-tor GRADUATE
college sophomores and STUDIES-Master's.
juniors. Doctoral and Visiting
=:: REGULAR STUDIES-for Graduate programs.
college transfer students ~UMMER COURSES-
toward B.A. and B.Sc. degrees. g./ep in English. ~
PLEASE CHECK DESIRED PROGF.AM
For Application and Information, write: 81
Office ofAcademic Affairs
American Friends of the Hebrew University




FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON CAMPUS, CONTACT
Pro~ConradBerenson
Dept. of Marketing - 725-3295/96
46 E. 26 se., Rm. 821




We offer the best in Styling, Cutting and
Beard Trimming.
We also specialize in Hair Replacement,
(Done in Strict Confidence)
LOCATED £.\T:
161 E. 23rd Street




The BOWERY SAVINGS BANK offers COLLEGE
STUDENTS the opportunity to earn extra money
working as PERMANENT, PART TIME TELLERS,
If you're a personable. well groomed individual with
strong communications skills, an interest in assisting
customers and good figure aptitude, now's the time
to join The Bowery'
The Bowery offers flexible hours and a variety of
shifts. These positions are ideal for students'
Applications accepted Mon-Fri
9:00AM-3:00PM, Personnel 8th Fir.
The BOWERY SAVINGS BANK
110 East 42nd si., NYC. 10017
An Equal Opportunity Employer M / F
OPPORTUNmES,
FOR QUAUFIED
JANUARY COLLEGE GRADUATES I
TO TEACH SPECIAL EDUCAnON IN THE
NEW YORK CITY PUBUC SCHOOLS
Minimum requirements:
Baccalaureate degree, 12 semester hours in
education.
Teachers and support staff are needed for Special Education
schools and programs throughout New York City Immediate'
ptacerne nt offered after emergency certification Suppornve
superviston provided to assist newly assigned staff members For
full detai Is. visit. write or telephone. '
Division of Personnel
Office of Special Education ,
65 Court Street ROlJrn 602. Brooklyn. New York 11201





(plus $10 mate,rials fee)
Call 4 73-2934
~ • ,; •• r •. . . .. ., .
If You Are
An Adopted Female, .
Born on November 22,1962,




from 10a.m. to 5p.w.
Monday thru Friday
Monday, December 7 9:00am to 7:45 ....pm"
Tuesday, 8 9:00am to 7:45 ....pm"
Wednesday, 9 9: OOam to 3:00 ....pm"
Thursday, 10 9: OOam to 7:45 pm*
Friday, J 1 9: OOam to 12:00 pm
* Counselors wi1 1 not be available from 12:45 pm
to 1:45 pm. Credit checks will not be done.
Counselors in the Office of Curricular Guidance,
School of 'Business, wi 11 be seeing students·who are
registering early for Spring 1982 on a first-come,
first-served basis at the following times:
...-..,-~
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On the brighter side. however,
is the Giorgio Moroder produced
'·Call Me" from the American
Gigolo soundatrack. Even better
s the "Sunday Girl" remix sung
in French. The Best ofBlondie is
truly representative of Blondie: a
j umble of great. terrible, and
often banal music. Blondie is
capable of wonderful achieve-
ment and here's hoping the next
album will be worthy of their rep-
uta tion as crossover kids.
originals. which may appear quite
odd to those acq uainted with Mr.
Costello's work. When Elvis burst
on to the scene in 1977. he was
considered by many to be the
most innovative of the brash new
breed of singer- songwriters. His
debut album. My Aim Is True.
introduced the world to "Alison I.
(later covered by Linda Ronstadt),
"Red Shoes" and "Watching the
Detectives ' revealed his pen-
cha n t for word plays. role re-
versals, and biting irony. No
slouch, Costello. with his new
backing group, The Attractions.
had within five months released
his second a lburn , This Year's
Model. and netted himself an un-
derground hit with the anthemic
" Radio Radio,' , a fiery indict-
ment of broadcasting's tendency
to numb our senses. The release
of Armed Forces. his third effort,
was triumphant. highlighted by
"Oliver's Army," a tribute to
mercenary soldiers. or perhaps
people as mercenaries. in gen-
eral. Elvis' live shows were noted
for their brevity. but incredible
in tensity. displaying his rough
and' passion filled vocal stance.
Get Happy foil owed in 1980.
packed with twenty two-minute
bursts of R&B joy. Early 1981's
Trust LP kept the ball rolling with
scorching rockers. tender ballads
("'Watch Your Step"), and his
fourth self-penned C&W song,·
..Different Finger. "
Having amassed a reputation
as a literate. inventive tunesrnith,
it came as quite a surprise for
most of us to learn of Mr. Costel-
lo·s endeavors in the Country
Continued on page 15 column 4
rock-disco. On Best of Blondie. it
rightfully kicks off the albnum.
But perhaps as great as Blondie is
(or was). disasterous moments
have occurred as well. amply doc-
umented with the incredibly
tepid. pseudo reggae remake of
"The Tide Is High." "Rapture"
was both an embarrassment and
an insult to real rappers like
Grandmaster Flash. seen as a cal-
lous attempt to cash in on the rap
craze.
The Soul-rul eyes of Daryl Hall aad John Oates (I. to r.)
,
,
Elvis Costt1J,o (above) t~ his haRd in Country Music:. for-a.c:ballle..
the group.
Blondie had been popular in
new wave circles (before "new
wave ' became pejorative) from
the start. but rea] success did not
rear its head until 1978"s Paral-
el Lines was out. What catapulted
Blondie to stardom (and sexpot
i d o ld orn for Debbie Harry) was
the single "Heart of Glass." cap'
turing rock and disco audiences
alike with its dreamy repetitive-
ness. heralding the age of the
•
could best be described simply as
disorder. but chaos would be a
much better term.
In this mixed bag of oldies,
moldies and John Lennon impres-
sions. one must ask the question:
What is the p ofnt of Law and
Order? The album goes from the
strange "Bwana' to the ridicu-
lous .. Johnny Stew": even the
appearances by Christie McVie
and Mick Fleetwood can' t lift this
mess out of puberty (no offense
to any pubescents that might
chance to read this).
Wha t causes Law and Order
to fail? Well. first there's the
lyrics. Take "Love from here.
Love from there":
"Sensation sweet at my feet.
worki ng up to the loin with love
from here. love from there. They
look vou straight in the groin ...
Touching. isn't it? 1wrote stuff
like this to my girlfrielld-in the
third grade!
Other than the lyrics. there's
the m us ic. It all begin s exactly
like the title track from TUSK!
This shows Buckingham' s lack of
originality.
When Lindsay Buckingham
tol d Ste v ie Nicks to ., Go your
Own Way." she did magnifi-
cently and then replied. "Will
you ever learn? Tusk. tusk!!!!!
By PAUL GOLDEN





In todays polarized music in-
dustry and on radio in particular.
the crossover is a rare animal. For
every type of music. there is
(practically) a different radio sta-
tion. forcing artists to focus their
attentions on a specific market.
Even the self-congratulatory
WNEW-FM. known for espous-
ing the play-anything credo. pro-
grams its music within the rela-
tivelv narrow confines of AOR (al-
bum oriented rock) format. The
common dilemma is that what
WBLS will play. WNEW or WPU
won't touch. and bubble-gum sta-
tions like WABC and WNBC
rarely give a spin to anything
other than what t he v l r e told is
popular. Two groups who have
apparently bridged that gulf have
also recently released albums that
are destined for huge popularity:
Hall and Oates. with Priva t e
Eves and Blondie with The Best
of Blondic,
Daryl Hall and John Oates.
whose effort of last vear. Voices.
proved to be one of 1980's most
successful discs. have followed
t h i n g sup in 1<) 8 I w i t h Pr i \' at t!
Eyes (RCA). an ab solu telv s tu n-
ning collection. From the moment
the needle falls in that first
groove. the listener is brought
in to Hall, and Oa t e s ' magical
When Lindsay Buckingham
and Stevie Nicks joined Fleetwood
Mac in 1976, the chemistry was
right for an excellent album.
_. Fleetwood Mac. The next year.
the group had another excellent
album. Rumours (10 million
satisfied customers).
Lately. though. the group has
been faltering. Take. for exam-
ple. the poorly conceived TUSK
album. where you wish the dog
on the cover was chewing on
FM's master tape. Then came
their live album. which e ve n
hardened Fleetwood Mac fans
shunned.
Last year. rumor had it that the
g ro u p was . I k a put. .. and t hat
everyone would "go their own
wav ,
Stevie Sicks didn't, Her
album, Bella Donna rose to the
top of the major charts and has
resulted in a few hit singles.
Bella Donna also achieved crit-
ical acclaim and demonstrated
that Nicks was not onlv a master-
ful singer but a competent solo-
ist. composer. and lyricist as well.
In the same vear that Miss
Nicks is enjoying solo stardom,
we find her old boyfriend. Lind-
say Buckingham. faltering with
his latest ineptitude: La ....' an d
Order. (Asylum). Law and Order
world of blue-eyed soul.
What is interesting (aside from
the superb production and musi-
cianship) is the fact that three dis-
tinct radio stations have each
picked a different cut to play. AM
radio chose the title track. "Pri-
vate Eyes." and made it a num-
ber one hit nationwide; Rock
stations took "Looking For A
Good Sign ." an obviously Mo-
town influenced number (that
would have been a perfect vehicle
for the Temptations); and BOM
(Black Oriented Music) stations
have made their own of "I Can't
Do That (No Can Do)." a candy-
sweet but o h-s o-g ood vocal
from tenor Daryl Hall. sung in the
Al Green mold.
The rest of Priv are- Eyes has
equal hit potential displaying Hall
and Oates' remarkable ability to
blend soul and rock into a coher-
ent and thoroughly unique sound.
A nother group that has en-
joyhed massive appeal across the
board is Blondie. During their
current recording hiatus. parent
company Chrysalis Records has
decided to release The Best of
Blondie. With the future of Blon-
die uncertain. due to Debby Har-
ry's increasing time spent in the
Chic stabe (her solo album Koo-
Koo was a best seller). it seemed
a wise move to release a "best
of" record in order to revive the
fickle public's fadinotedin , Elvis Costello Becomes a Cowboy?Backingham's 'Law and r er Can one infuse artistic vision into
O d d 0 .. I· Bl PAUL GOLDEN.Lacks r e r an r,nlna ItA~ popular forms that have come be--~ _" What is it that makes one an fore and still maintain both in-
artist? This has been a question tegrity and personal continuity of
tha t has plagued man for thou- style? When the name Elvis Cos-
sands of years. Is it an inner drive tello is mentioned in regard to the
that forces the person to create. music of our. time. the answer is a
regardless of what the public resounding yes!
wants or expects. or is it a res- EL VIS COSTELLO. who to
ponse to fill the need of public de- many will always be regarded as
sire? Surely the most popular .. punk". though the more en-
have been those who have been lightened have never considered
able to accurately assess the fick- him as such, has just released his
Ie publics current affectations. seventh album, Almost Blue (Co-
Does one equate, then, artistry lumbia/F-Beat Records). a col-
with calculation, or is the artist a lection of remakes of country and
person who creates for his own western standards. None of the
sake, heedless of mass demand? twelve tunes included here are










tries to teach us not to under-
stand. but rather. to Jearn from
them and educatethe ignorant.
There are passages in the book
that speak about what it meant
being a .Iew 40 years ago. Also.
there are insights into what it
means to be a J ew today.
Jew Today is an educational
book as well because it defines
certain words in terms un like any
found in a dictionary.
Anyone interested in reading a
book that offers more than any
text and novel combined. owes it
to themself to read Jew Today.To
quote Elie Wiesel: "The mission
was never to make the world J ew-
ish. but rather to make it more
human. "
© 1980 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
HIS NAME 15 ,ISANTA II
I
NOT "JOE//
PEANUTS® by Charles M. Schulz
Jew Today brings together.
harmoniously. love and hate. life
and death. Yet, the lines drawn
are so fine one must step wirh
crystal toes.
Elie Wiesel is a man of ex-
ceptional endurance. He can
bring together the beginning of
mankind with the end. always
finding the one sign of hope that
makes us hang on. wanting to
belong to this life. He opens doors
for us about his past. doors that
sometimes have no destiny. With
great insight and candor. he
shares his darkest momen ts-
those. being the Holocaust era,
Jew Today elicits feelings of
wanting to understand the years
of 1933-45; Elie Wiesel, though.
Jacqueline Bisset (right) and Candice Bergen: spanning 20 years of friendship.
Jew Today: A Collection of Essays
Book Review:
By LORI SCHEIGE
"What's in a name?" Usually a
face. an image. possibly even a
story within itself. Yet. the ex-
pression "What's in a number?"
meant. for many. either life or
death.
The time? 1933-45. The place?
Eastern Europe. For many it may
spark feelings of anger and mis-
.understandings. For Elie Wiesel
it rekindles memories.
Jew Today by Elie Wiesel
(1978 by Random House) is a
powerful book that makes us ask
ourselves' 'Can evil break all
barriers? "
Jew Today is a compilation of
essays. all written by Elie Wiesel.
all of which will make one's heart
palpitate.
The opening essay. for examp-
le. deals with being Jewish; what
it was like for a young child to see
the landscape of a country and
sing. yet at the same time, try to
comprehend the Holocaust and its
implications for mankind.
Jew Today touches upon all
facets of humanity. At times
throughout the book. Elie Wiesel
captures all human emotions and.
at other times makes the reader
put aside all feelings and simply
try to make sense of the world.
There is no selfishness in the
book since there are essays that
deal with Biafra: the hunger. the
loneliness. and mass neglect of a
population that we all too easily
push out of our own lives.
Jew Today i s unique in the
sense that it puts the institution of
the family into a perspective
never touched upon before. It ex-
amines the Jewish family in the
light of a candle that burns down
to the wick, yet may re-Iig ht it-
self. People are examined in and
_'out. around.and between." , ... , ' .. ,
friendship. Liz is also ready to
cash in her chips.
By this time. Liz has grown
crea tive ly.-she is a poet~ a re-
viewer and k-:-·book judge for an
annual book award. While Liz
has enjoyed many successes. her
achievements have all been ac-
complished alone. She has a brief
fling with a 22-year old Rolling
Stone writer. but drops him when
he proposes marriage.
Jealousy makes an appearance
when. in 1980. Merry's latest
novel is up for the National Book
Award. Merry throws a party for
the judges; Liz happens to be one
of them. When Merry ties for
first place with another writer.
she tracks down Liz. wanting to
know why she did not win alone.
The climax of the film is the
fight between the two women. as
years of jealousy and envy come
to a boil. and finally prove that
friendship does last a lifetime.
Candice Bergen gives a sur-
prisingly good turn as the spoiled
southern belle. Merry. Jacque-.
line Bisset equals her in a perfor-
mance which is the best of her
career. Gerald Ayres' updated
script is pretty empty. but
George Cukor shows he still has
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Merry Noel-Blake and Liz
Hamilton are college roommates
when we meet them in 1959, Rich
and Famous takes us through the
next 22 years with them, showing.
the sometimes stormy course of
female friendships. Rich and
Famous is based on the 1941 play,
Old Acquaintance, by John
Druren.
We open with Merry leaving
college to get married. while Liz
stays and graduates. The next
time we see them. it is 1970; Liz
is an award-winning novelist,
and Merry is a mother. Both are
"settled." and see each other
frequently. Once. after a party.
Merry shows liz some material
she has written over the span of
a few months. As it turns out.
Merry's trashy notes become a
springboard for Merry. who pro-
ceeds to publish a book.
After the book is published.
Merry becomes the darling of the
literary world. with five books
producing five best sellers. But
fame does have its price. Merry
becomes so unbearable that
Doug. her husband. walks out on
her, and her daughter maggie aba-
bandons her for a Puerto Rican




Yes, folks we are back! De-
spite efforts by those with taste to
keep us out. we are back to
plague you once again.
This time, since this school
seems preoccupied with the sub-




0: To what vehicles do the follow-
ing license plate numbers be-




Q: What is wrong with Nero
Wolfe's New York address?
(1 point)
Q: How many stories are there in
this "Naked City" (1 point)
Q: Who resides at the following
addresses: (l point each)
A) 1313 Blue View Terrace
B) 704 Houser Street
C) 1313 Mockingbird Lane
C) 328 Chauncey Street
E),310 Orange Drive
F) 79 Wistful Vista
G) 123 Main Street.
Washington D.C.
Q: What are the badge numbers
of Officers Reed and Malloy
on Adam 12?(1 point)
Q: Where do you go to board
the Time Express? (1 point)
Q: What is the stardate of the
'r" \
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Engel Retires, But is Still Batting .1000
Howard Engel, retired as baseball coach last semester.
By JOE SCERRI and
PAMELA SMITH
Ifs been seventeen years yet
Howard Engel still maintains the--
stamina and integrity that ex-
isted in 1964 when he joined the
Athletic Departrnents staff as a
Physical Education Teacher.
··1 love my job or I wouldn ' t be
here.·· said Mr. Engel. whose
amiable reputation has acclaimed
him the nickname. "Howie.• e .
After graduating from the Uni-
versity of Tampa Florida. with a
Bachelors. Mr. Engel attended
C.C.N.Y. and received his M.A.
in Physical Education.
With a love and knowledge of
sporr s he was Baruch's Intra
mural Director in 1968 and one
year later coached the first bowl-
ing team.
Having been a pitcher at the
..Jlniversity of Tampa. Florida.
with Lou Pinella in his outfield.
Engel had an undying love for
baseball and in 1972 organized
and coached Baruch' s first base-
ball team.
. 'They were a great bunch of
fellows. I picked guys \\'110 were
~::.lscr <:Iud (Ji~dplined," said
Engel. recalling the team that
didn't have an outstanding re-
cord. But that's not unusual with
Howard Engersteams.
Be twe e n 1974 and 1978. the
baseball team only had a part
time coach while Engel continued
as a volleyball. basketball and
tennis instructor.
"Jn 1978 the job reopened and
I took it:' said Engel.
However after a 2-21 season,
Engel retired as a baseball coach
last semester.
Sure. the fact that the school
budget was always tight and
that the team was forced to travel
to Creedmore State Hospital for
practice and home, games added
to Engel's decision to retire but
there is another. Howard Engel
is working on his Doctorates in
Edu cation Adrni n istra tion at
American Western University of
Oklahoma. a feat that requires a
lot of time.
"This is something that I'm
doing for myself." said the 38-
year-old adventurer.
Besides the dutiful hours de-
voted to his degree and Baruch.
Mr. Engel remains active within
the Metropolitan area. He is
Umpire in Chief of the Big Apple
Baseball Umpires Association. a
mem ber of the North Shore Base-
ball Umpire's Association and
every year he works as an official
umpire for Old Timer's Day at
Shea Stadium. Engel is also an
honorary member of the Baruch
Blarney Club.
But Howard Engel is~'not all
fun and games. He feels that a
good education is essential and
stresses this to his students. He
also is an advocate of extra-curri-
cular activities and advises
others to participate,
Said Engel: "Participation can
help make one a better all around
person.
Engel puts in fifteen credit
hours a day an d tells studen ts
who take his courses. "Don·t ex-
pect a pussycat.. I'm fun but Frn





oooh-ooohing in the background.
Although all the songs are cover-
ed from other artists. such as
Merle Haggard's "Tonight the
Bottle Let Me Down." or Hank
Williams· "Why Dont You Love
Me (Like You Used To Do·')
EI vis' recurren t themes of be-
trayal and deception, the core of
any good C&W tune. come shin-
ing through. Costello sounds
convincing because he has play-
ed this game so many times be
fore. only with an English slant. lt
is doubtful that country's new di-
rection is his direction. but is
probably more of a detour. Elvis
Costello can turn a detour. how-
ever, ir.to a tour de force.
Elvis Costello and the
Attractions will be appearing
at the Palladium on New Year' s
eve. one of their three dates in the
U.S.; the other two are at the Los
Angeles Forum. and Nashville's
Grand Ole Opry.
Continue..d from page /2
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musi c field showcased on the
spanking new Almost Blue
album. Or did it? Elvis had
flirted with country through his
career. evidenced by the origi-
nals "Radio Sweetheart .. '
"Stranger In The House"
(covered by none less than the
immortal George Jones). "Motel
Ma tc he s , .. and .. Different
Finger:' One suspects that Mr.
Costello was always a softy for
country. deep beneath his tough-
as- nails rock .n ' roll persona.
Flying to Nashville (where else
could one go?) with the A ttrac-
tions in tow. Elvis achieved his
secret desire: to redo all country
favorite using a real-live. slicko
country producer. Billy Sherill,
and to have the whole thing laced
with steel guitar playing from
John McFee. To round the busi-
ness off. Elvis got some good ole
southern girls to do the sweet
efficiency in New York City.
The Jets are 8-4- I as of
November 29th. under the
current inspiring leadership of
their ace- player . There is no
.denying Todd's co~rage. in the
light of his having played sixty
minutes of intense football with a
broken rib and a sprained ankle.
However. one may still question
his consistency: he has yet to
prove that he possesses this
characterist ic that is necessary
for high laurels.
What will the rest of the
season be like for the N.Y. Jets?
Wilt they relapse into the prosaic
quality of their play ever so re-
miniscent of the post-Namath
era. or will they continued along
in this consistent vein and pro-
~,
duce a much-needed WInning
franchise for a yearning New
York City? ,
Whatever may be the outcome
of this remarkable season.
whether we will finally be able to
savour the contentment of a
super bowl victory or .be
chagrined by an anti-climactic
culmination. we will all re-
member the day that Richard
Todd stood New York on its head
and said: .• Take that. you un-
grateful rotten apple' and... "- a
typical ••Rocky" sequel.
mova! of Todd. favouring the
exciting displays of the then-pro-
mising Matt Robinson? More re-
cently. was it not only five or six
weeks ago that we tanted and
raved at the ineptitude of
Michaels and his protege? The
Jets were 0-3 despite promising
pre-season performances that
augured well for the regular
seeason schedule. What w e nt
wrong?
Initiated into the world of pro-
fessional football with accolades
of t re m e n do u s potential. Joe
Narnaths worthv successor soon
discovered hov.." difficult it is to
perform efficiently and consis-
tently in the Big Apple without
having nurtured an impervious
psyche. Like most celebrities. his
every move was monitored by the
press and presented to a wistful
public. His accomplishments
were highlighted. but his many
shortcomings were decried un-
mercei fully.
For five years Todd floundered
under the oppressive burden of
public opinion. stymied by' rude
insults and producing nothing
more than sheer mediocrity.
Now • however. his bruised
psyche seems to have healed
somewhat and he has attained
that aloofness necessary for
B)' WENDELL M. FARIA
Castigated. chastised. booed
ve h e me nt lv. rebuked a1 e v e rv
turn. Richard Todd h as finally
come of age as a profe ssional
quarterback. In a vital football
game against the Miami
Dolphins on Sunday. November
22nd. played before &0.000
screaming fans at Shea Stadium.
Todd delivered efficaciously and
New York was pleased.
George Steinbrenner' s town
was contented with his perfor-
mance: after five years of vicious
tau n tsandunjus t ifi a blee r it i -
cisms leveled at this young
athlete and his mentor. coach
Walt Michaels of the N. Y. Jets.
this city had finally managed to
eke out satisfactory results from
the beleaguered quarterback.
Now. indeed. his moment of
glory had arrived.
It is amazing how fickle public
opinion can be. Business entities
and individuals alike. we are
bent on the notion of production:
produce and you are our friend;
dont produce and we shall hurl
invectives at you until you wilt
under the force of our abuse.
May 'the tough survive!
Was it not two short years ago
that we clamoured for the re-
---------------
Statesmen Win 2· of 4; Taylor Hits




The basketball season got un-
derway November 20. when Ba-
ruch competed in the Bingham-
ton l nv it a tiona ITo urna men t.
Gerald Taylor's 28 points led the
tea m to a 90- 78 v ic tor v 0 v e r
Binghamton. The Statesmen then
lost of Elmira College. a Division
II. team. 82-76 in overtime.
Charles Powell scored. 20 in the
title game. Taylor and Roger Mil- -
ler were named to the All-Tourn-
ament team,
The Statesmen skated b v
Ramapo College next. 75-73.
They held alb point lead at one
time. Again it was Taylor leading
in scoring with a career high of
31 points. One clement that will
help the team this year is Tay-
lor's ability to shoot the ball L'\"Cn
when under pressure. And \\ hen
Taylor shoots he usu a 1l~ scores.
It was expected to be a blow-
tJU t but Baruch rnan aged to lose
toW i 11 i amPJ. t t c rs 0 n b v I.) n l v. .
three points. Had time not run
out the Statesmen m av have
pulled out the victory. The 83-80
loss proved that the team is
strong. with great potential. Re-
bounding seems to be the weak-
est part of the St at e s me n ls
game.
At halftime.the Statesmen had
a four point advantage but Pat-
terson's Nick Johnson scored two
quick baskets and tied the game.
48-48. After a SO-SO tie the
Statesmen went ahead when Cliff
Marshall made one of two free
throws. And that was the last
time Baruch had point advan-
tage. With 2:33 on the clock Bar-
uch trailed 79-72 but two bv Tav-
lor made it 74- 79. A couple of
bad calls against Baruch gave the
Pioneers a chance to pull out the
victorv .
The next game is Dec. 7 at
Megar Evers. Game time is 8:00
p.m. Baruch returns home Wed-
n c s d a v , Dec. Y. w i t h Lehman
College. Then the team is off to
Maryland to compete in the Sal-
isburv State Tournament. Cliff Marshall goes inside for two
\ . Intramural Season Winds DOUJn
"BBQ'~ Eliminated,




epee and sabre had 2-7 scores.
The n e x t match for the men
will be December 5 when the
team will face Rutgers Newark in
New Jersey.
Baruch Body Building contest will
be held December 17 in the
auditorium. All interested con-




Nov. 21. at Army. 2 p.rn.
Dec. 5. at Rutgers Newark, 7 p.rn.: 10, at Pratt. 6 p.rn.: 14. at SUNY
Purchase. 6 p.m. ~
Jan. 4. at Jersey City State. 5 p.m. /
Feb. 4. Huhte r, 5 p. m.: 11, Yale. 6 p. rn.: 18. at Brooklyn. 6 p.rn.: 25. City
College. 5 p.m.
March 1. William Paterson. 7:30 p.rn.: 6. Triangular: Johns Hopkins
and Rutgers. at New Brunswick. N.J., 2 p.m.
Nov. 21. at Army. 2 o.rn.
Dec. 7. NYU, 6 p.rn.: 10. at ;.J~att, 6 p.rn.: 14. at Purchase. 6 p.m.
Jan. 4. at Jersey City State. 5 p.rn.: 7. Queens. 4 p.m.
Feb. 4. Hunter. 5 p.rn.: 11. YaIe. 6 p.m.; 25, City College, 5 p.m.
March 1, Stevens Tech. 6 p.rn.
The men' s fencing team 105t
its first match on November 21
when Army captured the last
bout giving them the edge 14-13.
The foil team w e n t 9-0. w hi le
at 54:30 and Bernie Moge lson
brought up the stretch with
55:30.
Body Building
A reminder. the 1982 Mr.
J aSOIl Woo took first place in the
men's bench press. The 128
pound Woo scored 232.14/265.
John English came in second
when he managed 226.50/300.
Other contestants were third
place-s-winner Scott Weill. Carl-
ton Shine and Louis Rogers. who
finished fifth.
Mile Runs
The mile runs were held Nov.
8 in Central Park. With a
turnout of seventeen contestants
the resuits were as follows: In
the 1.7 mile run. Victor Ellis fin-
ish e d Ii r s tv,; i t halO: 02 tim e .
Ric h a r d \-1 u rr a v f0110 wed wit h
10:59 and Warren Jakoby headed
up third with a time of 11: 19.
The 3 . ..1 mile runs had the
largest participation with eight
contestants. Dennis Stevens took
first with a 21 :49 timing. Fred
Wil kowsky finished second with
a time of 23:09. Tying for third
were Cathy Duggan, Joe Duggan
and early Ay lrn an who all fin-
ished at 31 :21. Carrnenza Millan.
Linda Buncom and Ellie Koteas
also competed in the race.
Alan Eskenazi finished first in
the 6.8 mile runs with a time of
44:52. Following him was Mark
Berenson with 48:33. Ray Rauta
finished at 53" Il, giving him a
third place finish. Joyce Murray
and Neil Sullivan tied for fourth
Women's Bench Press
There were onlv two contest-
ants in the women' s bench press
contest held two weeks ago. Sally
Rappaport. 109 lbs .. managed to
press 80.64/80. The other con-
testant Cheryl McClammy. 127
lbs .. pressed 74.97/85.
Men's Bench PressToro feels that his squad will
take the title this year despite the
fact that the "Busters" finished
second in their last four attempts.
John Panosopolous was the high
scorer with iO points. Taro had 8
and Cv r i l Prince scored 6. The
.. BaH Busters" are the orilv un-
defeated team and will face the
winner of the .. Brew Crew vs ,
'"Running Rebels:' game,
In the second half of play o n
Nov. 19, the "Brew Crew" elim-
inated .. Just For Fun" when
thev beat them 54·51. It \vas An-
dy Yarde's day wh e n he re-
fused .to let anything he shot
rn i s s the basket. Yarde led the
team in scoring with 21 points.
Some fi n t offensive passes by
Roger Miller helped the team to
the victorv. Millcr scored 8. Pete
Martin. (Spy). scored o, Rob
West had 5 and Joe Grgas scored
8.
Ray Cross led "Just For Fun in
scoring with 14. B. Oman had 13.
A. Ginyard had 9 while Captain
Al Ford managed to make only 2.
. 'The B're w Crew" and the
"Running Rebels". each have
('DC loss. The loser of the game
between the two which was held
last Thursday. will take third
place and the winner will meet
the "Ball Busters" for the
championship. (Scores were not
available at time of public-
ation).
By PAMELA SMITH
In perhaps the most exciting
Intramural basketball game.
"Just For Fun." captained by Al
Ford upset Gerald Taylor's
"BBQ" squad. 61-55 in double
overtime.
"The game wasn't meant for
us." said Taylor reflecting on the
early point advantage "SBO"
had ever "Just For Fun."
The fou I t r o ubl e d .. 8BQ"
squad. a team total of 26. did not
playas a team and a s a result
lost to the five man "Just For
Fun" crew.
., I think the te arns were march-
ed talent wise and s o \,~;e m a n-
aged to pull it OUt in the last
quarter." said Ford.
An t h on v Pc n var d led "Just. .
For Fun" with 26 points and Ray
Cro S5 -s core d 1". Gerald Ta \.
lor and Jacob Guerrero each had
18 for "8BO" and Keith Cheeks
scored 11.
In the second match up the
"Brew Crew" seated by the
"Wrecking Crew" with a 44-36
score. Captain R. Miller led the
team with 13 points. Andy Yarde
had 11. Joe Grgas 9. and Creg-
land Brown managed 0 po i n t s.
Keith Jones led the "Wrecking
Crew" with 21.
Then on to the playoffs.
In the first round the undefeated
.. Ball Busters" rornp e d the
"Running Rebels.': 43-36.
